SpaceCote Flat
waterborne enamel
interior commercial spray application

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
Resene checklist on environmentally acceptable methods

Temperature. Dispose of empty container safely. Consult closed, in a well ventilated area indoors, away from PRECAUTIONS will, cause irritation.

Read label before use. Keep out reach of children. This WARNING contains information on how to handle this product safely.

Spills:

10 litres

Contents

Net

12/12

Priming

Application

Application • Apply two coats in the required colour allowing at least two hours between coats.

Washes and final toughness will develop over several days as the paint hardens.

When cleaning use a soft sponge with lukewarm water and a small amount of liquid detergent.

Maintains good condition throughout the drying and post application curing period to ensure the paint is properly cured. This may require use of an extraction system when painting in marginal painting conditions. Do not use gas or diesel burners to heat coated area if condensation condensation occurs use water that will inhibit drying and curing. Poor ventilation may affect appearance and performance.

When applying by airless spray, back rolling using the recommended roller or by hand is necessary to achieve a uniform flat finish. This can create a soft orange peel effect. If spray is the preferred method of application use Resene SpaceCote Flat Commercial Spray Grade, which is optimised for spray application.

Bathrooms/ensuites/steady areas

Steam and condensation can cause surfactants in a new paint film to come to the surface as shiny streaks. This does not harm the paint. To ensure your bathroom/ensuite paint finish keeps looking its best: For the first 5-7 showers wipe steam moisture from walls using a lint free cloth immediately after showering. This will prevent the moisture on your freshly painted walls bringing surfactants to the surface. If any marks appear use Resene Interior Paintwork Cleaner, following the instructions in the Resene Caring for your paint finish brochure.

Maintenance (after a minimum of four weeks’ drying) See the Resene Colour Card for your paint finish brochure or the Resene website for full cleaning instructions.

Be PaintWise

For tips on minimising the impact of your decorating on the environment see the Resene website.

About Resene SpaceCote Flat

Resene SpaceCote Flat is designed to bring enamel style thickness to your walls, allowing you to get a desirable easy care flat finish without sacrificing durability. Very adaptable, it can also be used on exterior wet areas. The tough finish is washable so you can clean areas, such as ceilings, without damaging the paintwork keeping them looking good for longer.

Resene SpaceCote Flat has a good level of hiding and is typically used as a basecoat that is then sealed with a gloss or satin finish to provide a more polished look or a semi-gloss finish with a washable surface. A single coat of Resene SpaceCote Flat can achieve hiding in two coats for most colours. Increased spreading rates can be used but additional coats may be needed to achieve required film build and hiding. See the Resene website for more information.

Dry time (minimum): 45 minutes. Do not apply at temperatures below 10°C or when temperatures are liable to drop below this during the drying period. Drying is slowed by low temperatures and high humidity. Do not apply under damp conditions.

Recoat time (minimum): 2 hours.

Primer required: Yes, dependent on surface.

Usual number of coats: Two. Some colours may require an additional coat.

Application method: Brush, speed brush, roller or spray.

Thinning: In hot conditions may be thinned with up to 5% Resene Hot Weather Additive to slow drying.

Clean up: Water.

Colour range: Selected Resene Total Colour System including BS5252, Multi-finish, Whites & Neutrals and The Range.

Before use: Stir well with a wide flat stirrer.

Enjoy the Resene Promise of quality on premium paints. See your local Resene ColorShop or the Resene website for a copy. In every case it is recommended that the appropriate Data Sheet and Safety Data Sheet are consulted prior to application.

Please ensure that this product is compatible with the substrate and surface preparation method and that the colour in this container is the same as selected. When using multiple packs of this product on the same project please mix them together before use. Resene does not accept any responsibility for the application of incorrect products. Further paint advice and information, call 1800 738 383 (AUST), 0800 737 383 (NZ) or visit the Resene website.